
Connecting Rural America
Our Cooperative Experience Working for Your Cooperative Success



Feasibility Planning and Funding
In 2018, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) awarded more than $186 million in 
broadband funding to a consortium of electric cooperatives to build out Gigabit-capable networks. 
It was the largest and most successful bidding consortium in FCC history – one assembled, designed 
and led by Conexon. 

deployment. Conexon’s team of professionals – many of them co-op veterans – takes a holistic and 

determine if broadband makes sense for your co-op, and if so, how to deploy and operate in the 

Rural Fiber Distribution Design
cooperative. From completing ride-outs, determining infrastructure viability, and manually

quickly and to more easily accommodate future growth. Conexon’s design platform dramatically 
shifts the time to market for ride-out changes, make-ready and construction by automating several 
steps of manual work.

much faster now.” - David Goodspeed, President of Oklahoma Electric Cooperative (OEC) Fiber

Jon Chambers. It was a great and extraordinary event. It felt like a history-making or acknowledgement of a watershed 



We believe the only way to ensure broadband across rural America is through electric cooperatives. Committed 
to improving lives, serving members and bettering their communities, electric co-ops across the country are 
demonstrating their willingness to invest the time, money and intellectual resources to deploy broadband in their 
areas. Our goal is to help co-ops like yours accomplish this, with resources for every step of the way – from proving 
out business feasibility to securing federal funds for deployment, designing your network, managing
construction and much more.

Our Mission

Network/Call Support Center

Our services – designed for co-ops by co-op veterans – will enable you to offer members an 
unmatched level of customer support, service and troubleshooting.

 Our network operations and call center team of veterans has years of experience building call 
centers from the ground up and successfully operating networks for electric co-ops. Conexon’s level 

staff highly technical engineering positions.
In short, there is no other call center today better equipped to serve as your network engineering 
staff, or as an extension of it.

Construction Management Services
Building a broadband network is a massive undertaking for an electric cooperatiive, one with high 
rewards - enhanced member satisfaction, new business revenue and growth opportunities - and high 
risk. Co-op broadband success hinges on your ability to construct and operate a new business from 

creates the need for an entirely different set of skills and expertise than they currently have. 

Our construction and project management team is comprised of professionals with decades of 

and experience to ensure all of the moving parts of these large, complex projects work cohesively 

construction solution for your infrastructure.

helping us manage all the things that need to happen and in what order.”

“We listened to our electric cooperative clients and realized the need for a call center capable of handling calls quickly the 

us to understand exactly what you need.” -Andy Burger, Conexon-VP of Operations
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train employees, optimize business performance and determine optimal partnerships.

that is unique to rural electric cooperatives. We understand the steps a co-op must go through to 
deploy broadband because we’ve actually done it ourselves. Our team has both built and operated 

Our commitment is to be with you from a project’s conception all the way through to its long-term 
sustainability.
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